ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
To make the A.R. (as it is abbreviated) quite clear, take
six hypothetical examples
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Here boys A, B and Care of different degrees of intelligence,
as is shown by the differences in LQ. But each of them
is doing work as hard as can be expected from him, for in
each case the performance age is the same as the mental
age, and therefore each of these thiee boys has an A.R.
of 100. For their respective handicaps they are doing
equally well
Boys D, E and F show a different picture, and one more
in accordance with what experiment has actually found
in schools.   D has the lowest LQ.   And his performance
too is, absolutely, the poorest.   But relatively to his mental
age it is a better performance than that of F, and J) excels
F in A.R,   Usually in school experiments, A JR s have been
found more closely grouped round 100 than are I.Q.s, just
as here in these six cases.   And the high AR.s have not
infrequently gone with the low IQ a.   This may partly be
of mathematical origin, what is known as spurious index
correlation.   But it may in part mean that the teachers
help on the lame dogs, and get them over the stile, whereas
the clever boys, on the other hand, though they do good
work, could usually do better, and ought to do better in
view of their intelligence    Often they should be promoted
to a class where more will be required of them.
If a pupil's Performance Ages in all school subjects are set
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